
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an engineer planning. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for engineer planning

Preparing Project specific Reports (Monthly Progress Reports, S Curves)
Tracking and monitoring all project activities on regular (weekly) basis
Support project disciplines as civil works, site operations, electrical
installation in establishing "sub-programs" providing more detail in order to
manage/ control site activities in an professional manner
Takes a lead in preparing schedule data for proposals or contract
negotiations as requested and checks and confirms that the correct scope of
work is reflected on assigned schedules
Reviews and assesses the work sequences with the total project plan
Reviews and approves invoice verification for payment based on cost-loaded
schedules, as required
Develops specific project codes of accounts and work breakdown structures,
and recommends appropriate modifications and revisions for new work items
assigned
Identifies and reports activities that have a critical or potential impact on the
schedule and prepares and presents the Critical Items Action Report
Performs other responsibilities associated with this position as may be
appropriate under the direction of the Lead Planner-Scheduler
Integrates new approved products into the network

Qualifications for engineer planning

Successful applicants will have experience of working on high value, high rise
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Provide daily factory planning and scheduling support for appropriate
departments
Conduct daily review of sales orders received, and schedule related
production orders for relevant departments
Conduct customer feedback activities through focus groups, trade-shows,
surveys
The Network Planning Engineer should have experience in Access, Excel,
Powerpoint, Visio, and Word, but need not be an expert
It is desired that the Network Planning Engineer have additional experience
with Cisco/Coriant (Tellabs)/Infinera/Fujitsu/Ciena transport platforms, and
DWDM/Layer2/SONET technology, overall


